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Ident Micro 1.5 Revision V1.4 Release 4/19
Kit Computer Assembly Instructions

Welcome to the Ident Micro1 v5 kit computer.

This set of print out parts allows anyone with basic craft skills to construct an easy to build and super
low cost ‘all in one’ retro micro computer system, suitable for the Raspberry Pi (Models B+ to 3B+)
single board computer.

Copyright and License Notice

These plans are offered via the Wi-Fi Sheep Patreon account as a paid perk. Or as a file on CD-
ROM from Ident Computer.

See: http://www.patreon.com/wifisheep

This is NOT a free or open source design, Please DO NOT copy or distribute the contents of this
document without first consulting Ident Broadcasting & Communications. Doing so is a criminal
offence under international law.

You May:
• Print as many copies of the plans for your own use.

• Print as many copies of the plans for use as part of a club or classroom session.

You May NOT:
• Sell licenses keys or any version of this document in print or digital form.

• Freely share / distribute or repost this document or any of its content online or in any other medium
and/or form.

• Sell pre-built Micro 1.5 computer units or any other product based on this design.

Piracy is a crime and resulted lost revenue can and will seriously effect the support and
development of future Ident products and services.

If you used this product please ensure you have a fully paid version of these plans

If you would like any more information or wish to report concerns surrounding illegal copies of this
document then please contact us as: info@ident-online.co.uk

Ident Micro brand and design is © Copyright 2016/2019 Tom Williamson, TSW Holdings. All Rights Reserved.

Introduction

The Micro 1.5 is a ‘all in one’ design similar and inspired by the home computers of the early to mid
1980’s.

Unlike the computers of 30+ years ago with its Raspberry Pi power the Micro 1 is not limited by RAM
(Memory) or processor speed, allowing it to do much more.

We’ve taken time in redesigning the Micro 1 to make it easier to build without the need for expensive
tools or materials, whilst keeping the same size, shape and feel of our earlier Mk.4 model.

By using cheaper foam and cardboard to construct the main case you can use these instructions to
build as many Micro1.5s as you want or need.

Best of all, all the main internals such as your Raspberry Pi, screws and fixings and even the
keyboard can be reused again and again.

The foam and cardboard can in most cases be recycled or will/should be biodegradable.
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Read follow the instructions carefully.

Take care when using knifes, glue guns and spay paints.

Under 16 should be supervised at all times.

Test fit ALL parts before gluing

DO NOT glue any part of your Raspberry Pi, USB cables or top of the keyboard used.

In order to build this kit you will need the following tools and materials:

Tools

Sharp craft knife.
Cutting Mat.
Steel Ruler.
Hot melt Glue gun and glue (preferred)
PVA wood glue (optional)
Glue Stick (preferred).
Spray Mount (optional).
Drill with 2mm diameter drill bit.
Screwdriver.

Materials

4x M2.5 bolts.
12x M2.5 nuts.

4x Self-adhesive pads/feet.

2x sheets of Foam Board (5cm think).
1x Sheet of Card Mount Board (1.5cm think).

(Paint is all optional and not required).
Black or White Spray Paint.
Colour Spray Paint for trim.

Hardware

A4 printer & A4 plain paper

2x short (30cm) USB extension cable
1x Raspberry Pi B+, 2B, 3B, 3B+)
1x Micro SD card (8GB mini)
1x USB wired keyboard (recommended size: 28cm x 12cm approx)
1x USB mouse
1x Mains PSU (rated 5v 2amps)
HDMI cable or 3way 3.5mm jack to RCA lead.
TV or Monitor (Composite or HDMI / DVI compatible)
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Step1

Print out the 4 pattern sheets attached to this document.
These only need to be printed out in black and white

Important Note: Please DO NOT scale or resize these pages!

PartsWILL NOT fit together if the templates are not printed to correct 100% scale.

Step2

Cut out all template parts and using glue stick or spray mount glue the parts to panels of foam
board (for parts labelled as 5mm) and card mount board for parts labelled as 1.5mm.

Some parts required are larger then can be printed on A4 paper. These parts have been split into
two and have large arrows printed in the centre of the templates.

Line up all these arrows and stick the template parts back together to create the larger required
parts. From now on treat these parts as one component.

When cutting the paper templates for gluing to foam or mount board DO NOT cut out the shaded
areas labelled as ‘CUT OUT’ at this stage. These will be cut out later.
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Step3

After allowing all parts to dry carefully cut out all the components.
All shaded areas labelled as ‘CUT OUT’ can now be cut out

Don’t cut any area marked with a dashed line at this stage.

Step4

Using a drill, drill out the bolt holes in the base plate component.

All parts can now be cut out following the template lines.

Step5

Using PVA or hot melt glue, attach the sides and the back foam supports to the base plate
component to from the computer chassis.

The parts are numbered allowing for ease of alignment so match 1-1 , 2-2 and 3-3 etc

All paper templates / labels should be facing inwards leaving the plain foam board exposed on the
outer side of the chassis.
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Step 6

One of the major parts of this kit is the keyboard mount plate.

If you keyboard is wide and long enough then you may not require this component and your
keyboard can be directly glued to the chassis (in a later step DO NOT GLUE NOW)

However, in most cases your keyboard will be smaller then the computers chassis.
In this case draw around your keyboard onto the mount plate and cut a hole so that your keyboard
fits inside the plate. You may want to cut a lightly smaller hole then the size of your keyboard so
that the outer case ‘lip’ of your keyboard sits on the mount plate and does not drop through the
case.

Test fit the mount plate with your keyboard but DO NOT glue yet.

Sept 7 (Optional)

Take all your component parts, including the part assembled chassis.

You can paint these parts,
We recommend using acrylic spray paints
(always ware a mask and use paint in a well ventilated area(s))
If you cant use spray paints then brush on acrylic will also work but don’t get the card or foam
board too wet.

We recommend painting the chassis mat black
And the trim a lighter colour such as red, green, blue or in our example yellow.

The top cover plate could be painted black, sliver or the matching trim colour (as in our example)
but the choice is totally up to you!

Step 8

Glue the outer card trim to the case, making sure all panels are square and the correct way
around
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Step 9

With all painted parts now dry, glue the keyboard mount plate to the keyboard.
This is best done by turning the keyboard upside-down and gluing the keyboard mount to it.
Remember the paper template should be on the inside of the case with the exposed (and now
painted) foam board facing outwards the same way as the keyboard keys.

It is important NOT to get any glue anywhere near the keyboard keys or USB cable.

Step 10

Glue the two USB extender cables to the computer chassis as shown.
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Step11

Attach your Raspberry Pi into the chassis.

To do this, take your 4 M2.5 bolts and plate though the drilled holes so the bolt ends face
upwards.

Next attached a nut to each bolt to secure. This is followed by another nut and then the Pi board
its self. Use the final 4 nuts to secure the Pi board in-place.

Plug in the two USB cables into the lower sockets on the Pi board.
(These DO NOT need to be glued)
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Step12

Glue the keyboard or keyboard with mount plate onto the chassis.

Once fixed, plug the keyboards USB cable into the pi board and push the remaining cable into the
space inside the computer case so that it does not obstructed the lid.

Step13

Apply 4 self-adhesive foam pads/feet to the 4 corners of the underside of the case.
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Step14

Insert your formatted SD card into the pi board though the side of the case
Add video out and a suitable power supply and power up your new Micro 1!

As your new Micro 1.5 is powered by a Raspberry Pi you can use any compatible OS you want.

We do however suggest you try RISC OS 5 a none-Linux alternative to Raspbian that’s based on the
Acorn BBC Micro, but with 30+ years of updates including HD output, web browsers and full desktop
GUI. The OS also includes an updated version of the powerful BBC BASIC programming language so
you can use the MICRO 1.5 as if it was an retro 80’s home micro.

See: https://www.ident-online.co.uk/computer/riscos.html

for more info.
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